Michael Risen Assignments in Franczek Radelet Cases
(divided by individual attorney)

“Did not substitute” means that the attorney could have substituted but did not
“Could not substitute” means the attorney could not have substituted per Section 14-8.02a

D. Fattore Crumley
2009-0524 – Did not substitute
2012-0524 – Did not substitute

J. Heuberger Yura
No cases involving Michael Risen

D. Kriha
2009-0325 – Could not substitute (Risen assigned following district substitution)
2010-0156 – Did not substitute (J. Smith also attorney of record)
2010-0230 – Did not substitute
2011-0186 – Did not substitute
2011-0285 – Did not substitute
2011-0416 – Did not substitute
2012-0126 – Did not substitute

J. Relias
2012-0121 – Could not substitute (Risen assigned following district substitution)

S. Scott
No cases involving Michael Risen

J. Smith
2009-0042 – Did not substitute
2009-0156 – Did not substitute
2009-0216 – Did not substitute
2011-0324 – Did not substitute

P. Whitten
2009-0370 – Did not substitute
2010-0108 – Could not substitute (Risen assigned following district substitution)
2011-0419 – Could not substitute (Risen assigned following district substitution – J. Smith also attorney of record)
2012-0003 – Did not substitute
2012-0021 – Did not substitute
2012-0235 – Did not substitute
2012-0377 – Substituted by parent (district also had right to substitute)
P. Whitten (cont.)

2012-0432 – Could not substitute (Risen assigned following district substitution)
2013-0005 – Did not substitute